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Data availability is frequently required
by an important third party
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But data availability is only the start
of a data exchange ecosystem

Data sharing makes the work accessible to all of us

Data sharing allows us to build much more efficiently on 
previous work

Data sharing helps maximize the usefulness of each 
individual research effort

Data tend to have a (much!) longer shelf life than our 
(limited) interpretations

Data sharing fosters creativity, and stimulates 
revolutionary research
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A mature data exchange ecosystem
provides many means for data re-use

Vaudel, Proteomics, 2016

in silico analysis
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We developed CellMissy, to manage
data from cell migration experiments

Masuzzo, Bioinformatics, 2013 and Masuzzo, Scientific Reports, 2017
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CellMissy can also export an experiment so it 
can be shared with other researchers

lab B

This is one file in CellMissy! (≈10 MB)

lab A

Masuzzo, Bioinformatics, 2013 and Masuzzo, Scientific Reports, 2017
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With this in hand, it was only a small step
to envision a true data sharing ecosystem

Data
Repository Local Software
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So we called a meeting in Ghent in 2014
to discuss this idea in more depth

Cell migration workshop, Ghent, March 2014; Masuzzo, Trends in Cell Biology, 2015
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Which led to a vision for an open data 
exchange ecosystem for cell migration data

Masuzzo, Trends in Cell Biology, 2015
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From the start, we included data re-use
as a key feature of such an ecosystem

5. Retrieval /dissemination
from data repository

6. Multiscale and meta-
scale analysis algorithms

7. Application to
proof-of-concept studies

Masuzzo, Trends in Cell Biology, 2014; Lock, PLoS ONE 2014
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The H2020 MULTIMOT project provided
the means to start implementing this vision
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The various steps in a cell migration experiment 
deliver a lot of data in many distinct formats

sample 
preparation

image 
acquisition

image 
processing

data 
analysis

• paper laboratory 
notebooks

• electronic 
laboratory 
notebooks

• spreadsheets
• text files
• protocols
• papers...

• raw files
• XML files
• proprietary 

microscope or 
acquisition 
software files 
ND2 for Nikon, LIF 
for Leica, OIB or 
OIF for Olympus, 
LSM or ZVI for 
Zeiss

• image files with 
pixel values and 
metadata

• png, jpeg, tiff, avi
• text files 

describing 
processing 
algorithms

• text files 
describing 
extracted features

• graphs, plots
• analysis pipelines
• text files 

describing 
computational 
algorithms...

Servier Medical Art, CC-BY 3.0; Cell Image Library, CC-BY 3.0
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Data reporting requires 3 building blocks: 
minimal requirements, CVs, and formats
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The goal of standardization
is to maximize data re-use

raw data & 
metadata

set up experiment: 
annotate 

investigation, 
study, assay

convert processed 
and derived data 

into standard 
formats

process raw data

convert raw data & 
metadata into

standard formats

analyze
data

experiment

data re-analysis

data re-use

data re-purpose
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A lot of standards are already available
for the life sciences

https://biosharing.org/

https://biosharing.org/
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Common formats allow data to be accessed,
and cell migration can build upon what exists

Image adapted from Josh Moore, CMSO workshop 2017

ISA OME data_pkg

Data deposition
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Minimum reporting requirements and CVs 
improve data verification and accessibility

Image adapted from Josh Moore, CMSO workshop 2017
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A sociologist’s take on our efforts
towards (orthogonal) data reuse

“This desire to reactivate data is widespread, and Klie et al. 
are not alone in wanting to show that ‘far from being places 
where data goes to die’ (Klie et al., 2007: 190), such data 
collections can be mined for valuable information that 
could not be obtained in any other way.”

“In attempting to reactivate sedimented data in order to 
enable its re-use, their first step was ...”

"... they are experiments in seeing, in furnishing ways of 
seeing how data on proteins could become re-usable, could 
be reactivated as collective property rather than the by-
product of publication."
Mackenzie and McNally, Theory, Culture and Society, 2013
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https://multimot.org/
https://cmso.science/

https://github.com/CellMigStandOrg

https://multimot.org/
https://cmso.science/
https://github.com/CellMigStandOrg
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